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Summary: The U.S. lacks a strategy to curb technological interdependence with China in a responsible
way that avoids self-destructive decoupling. The best approach would combine bold domestic
investments (in R&D, education, and much more) with narrow restrictions on U.S.-China ties in a few
strategic technology areas. Carnegie’s new report offers a comprehensive guidebook for U.S. analysts and
an action plan for U.S. leaders.
Foreword by Eric Schmidt: “There is no shortage of analysis today on U.S.-China tech policy, but
Jon’s report stands out for its ambition, clarity, and rigor. . . . [It] is among the best guides I have seen
and will remain a touchstone for years to come.”

Facing the Strategic Dilemma
Too much technological interdependence could help China erode U.S. military and economic
advantages and enable Chinese espionage, sabotage, influence, and authoritarianism. Yet too much
decoupling could cut off U.S. innovators from critical Chinese labor, supplies, and markets; further
imperil cooperation on global challenges; and create friction with international partners. The right
balance is unclear because today’s China challenge differs fundamentally from historical precedents. The
U.S. should therefore seek to preserve and expand its options with a two-pronged strategy:
§

“Offense.” Make large, adversary-agnostic investments in U.S. domestic and allied technological
strength and resilience. This will act as a hedge—helping the U.S. better compete in today’s stillglobalized tech marketplace, while gradually making it feasible to decouple more fully should that
become necessary in the future.

§

“Defense.” Use targeted tech restrictions to stop China from securing unique, significant, longlasting strategic advantages. This buys time for U.S. offense to pay off while minimizing costs and
risks. Narrow, clearly explained restrictions reduce the incentives of China or others to decouple
preemptively on their own terms.

The U.S. has already imposed scores of defensive measures in recent years. These should be fine-tuned,
not dramatically increased. Offense must now be the main focus.

Highlights From the Report
A primer on U.S. defensive tools. The U.S.
government’s numerous China-oriented technology restrictions
are poorly understood and often conflated. This report offers a
comprehensive primer on U.S. export controls, import
restrictions, investment limits, visa bans, licensing denials,
financial sanctions, technology transaction rules, federal
spending limits, and law enforcement actions targeting the
Chinese tech sector (p.14). It shows:
§

The number of Chinese companies on the Entity List
(restricted from importing U.S.-origin items) has
quadrupled in four years. They include many of China’s
leaders in telecoms, AI, chips, cameras, drones,
cybersecurity, and supercomputers.

§

The number of CFIUS notices from Chinese acquirers
(attempting to purchase certain U.S. companies)
plummeted by 71% between 2018 and 2021, even as nonChinese notices held steady.

§

The number of Chinese actors on the SDN List (the harshest of U.S. financial sanctions) is still
small—only 3% of the total. Of the list’s 332 China-based actors, the vast majority were sanctioned
for ties to countries like Iran and North Korea—not for their involvement with the Chinese
government’s own troubling activities.

A guide to U.S. strategy debates. The diversity of U.S. views on technological decoupling can be
roughly grouped into three camps. “Cooperationists,” who see U.S.-China tech integration as a clear
win-win, were once dominant but lost much of their influence during the Obama administration. The
major debate is now between (p.37):
§

“Restrictionists,” who believe the U.S.-China technology relationship is zero-sum and favors Beijing,
requiring dramatic cuts to bilateral tech ties. That camp includes China hawks, some human rights
defenders, and many national security officials.

§

“Centrists,” who think that U.S.-China tech ties are complex and uncertain, with both zero- and
non-zero-sum elements. This report elaborates on centrist arguments for targeted defensive measures
plus large offensive investments. Centrists include many mainstream think tankers, moderate
politicians, and some state/local leaders.

A framework for U.S. policy. U.S. leaders and analysts often talk vaguely of “countering Chinese
tech threats,” but restrictive measures must have clearer objectives. The heart of this report is an effort to
define and explore nine distinct U.S. goals for tech decoupling (p.55). It suggests ways for agencies to
decide which technologies do and don’t warrant restrictions, offers case studies, and highlights key
offensive measures:

